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ABOUT NUMBER 68 PROJECT

Number 68 Project, with origins at 68 Boleyn Road in London, was introduced 

to Washington D.C. on February 20, 2011. The nine-week conceptual dinner 

series brought together multidisciplinary thought leaders with top culinary 

and mixology talent to build a platform for the open exchange of ideas around 

the dinner table.

Number 68 has received recognition from influential trend forecasters PSFK 

and Future Laboratories, among others. It has also been featured in the 

New York Times, Washington Post, Eater, Urban Daddy, and numerous other 

television, radio, digital and print media outlets.

MISSION

In this time of extreme polarization and partisanship, the need to sit down 

and engage with one another on a basic human level becomes increasingly 

important. We believe in the power of dinner as a platform for the sensory 

expression of ideas that move people, and serve to promote the open exchange 

of meaningful and productive dialogue.
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NOTABLE QUOTES

• “The evening is really a cross between a dinner party at your 

house and a smaller, more intimate TED Conference filled with 

smart, interesting people who dress well.” – Eric Weiner, cultural 

collaborator, Washington Post (Mar 12, 2011)

• “...this is the kind of supper-club-cum-salon that Malcolm Gladwell 

would love.” – UrbanDaddy (Feb 8, 2011)

• “Hands down, this was one of the best dining experiences I’ve had, 

and it happened with a handful of complete strangers....” – Anna R, 

guest, Yelp (Apr 10, 2011)

• “The No. 68 Project has evolved and grown...the energy level of the 

event and interaction within the group has made this the hottest 

thing going on a Sunday night in DC!” – Gregg M, repeat guest, Yelp 

(Mar 21, 2011)

• “Functioning within the normal context of the ‘public’ dinner party 

trend and combining the notion of the traditional dinner party, No. 

68 playfully interlaces the two to reveal that classic ideas can still 

remain innovative.” – Kat Popiel, PSFK (Apr 12, 2011)

• “D.C. is the decision-making capital of the U.S...Not only is 

the sphere of inf luence here, but it’s a less-crowded cultural 

marketplace. Here we can actually be heard.” – Hosan Lee, 

co-founder and Cultural Director of Number 68 Project, 

Washington Post (Mar 12, 2011)
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HOSAN LEE

Co-founder/Cultural Director

Hosan scouted New York City, Los Angeles, and 

Washington, D.C. for project participants, and was 

responsible for creating and executing Number 68 

Project’s vision, mission, concepts, branding, design,  

pr, marketing, and business strategies.

JILL RICHMOND

Co-founder/Culinary Director

Jill secured local culinary and drink participants, 

and handled the role of operations manager. She was 

responsible for Number 68’s logistics, finances, and 

legal affairs.

MANPRIYA SAMRA

Communications Manager

Manpriya, with a background in social media, 

helped execute a digital marketing strategy that was 

consistent with the voice of Number 68 Project.

HOWARD YOON

Advisor

Howard is a literary agent at the RossYoon Agency 

based in Washington, D.C. He is also a professor at 

Georgetown University, has worked in the publishing 

industry for 19 years, and speaks regularly on writing 

and publishing. 

In addition to providing insight and advice on any 

number of critical issues, Howard was instrumental 

in securing high-level cultural participants and 

dinner guests.



INVITE REQUEST APPLICATION

1. What is your idea of earthly happiness?

2. Who are your favorite heroes/heroines of fiction?

3. Who or what would you have liked to have been?

4. Living or dead, who would you invite to your ideal dinner party? 

NUMBER OF SUBMITTED APPLICATIONS

697 (as of June 22, 2011)

TOP TEN INVITED DINNER GUESTS

01. Friends & family  06. Bill Clinton

02. Barack Obama  07. Jesus

03. Martin Luther King, Jr. 08. Winston Churchill

04. Thomas Jefferson  09. Oprah

05. Nelson Mandela  10. Albert Einstein

MULTISENSORY ACTIVATION

Projected onto walls throughout dinner, films played an important 

part in setting the mood and adding another layer of perspective 

onto the evening. Number 68 Project also partnered with DC 

Shorts, a local organization supporting independent filmmaking, 

to showcase D.C’s international influence on discovering up and 

coming talent. Short pieces from all over the world were selected 

to end each evening based on its relevance to the theme. Guests 

enjoyed the closing film with dessert.
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EVENT DATES

• every Sunday for 9 weeks, from Feb 20 - April 17

MAX CAPACITY PER EVENING 

• 45 people

TICKET PRICE  

• $155

PRICE INCLUDES  

• 7 course meal with drink pairing

• intimate dialogue and shared once-in-a-lifetime experience with 

like-minded individuals and thought leaders

TICKETS SOLD

• 272/300 ($42,005)

• 7/9 sold out evenings

AGE/GENDER (among ticket puchasers)

Total avg age: 37.94

Youngest: 22

Oldest: 68

18-24 (4)   18-24 (0)

25-34 (73)   25-34 (36)

35-44 (62)   35-44 (38)

45-54 (16)   45-54 (25)

55-up (8)   55-up (10)

FEMALE: 60%   MALE: 40%

AVG AGE: 36.35   AVG AGE: 40.31

TARGET (psychographic segmentation)

Sources: 2009 Mendelsohn Affluent Survey, Base HHI $100,000 & Mindset Media

• Highly-educated, highly-accomplished, dynamic, intellectually 

curious, and creative early adopters who are open to experimentation 

and desire to always be on the forefront of trendsetting.

• Spend twice as much as the average affluent consumer on dining 

in fine restaurants.

• Brand choices based on prestige, intrinsic quality and exclusivity. 

Anti-materialistic but sophisticated; intolerant of bad taste.

• 93% attend cultural events, including the theater, concerts, gallery 

openings and museum exhibitions.

• Internal focus on personal growth, social awareness, and 

independent judgment. 

• High-level consumers of media, technology and entertainment. 

Socially-connected heavy internet users who are eager to share 

information with their vast networks. 

• People who believe that the luxury of experience is the ultimate 

indicator of status.

GUEST CURATION

Memorable dinner parties and conversations are only as good as 

their participants. To ensure a particular standard of authenticity 

in dialogue and openness to experimentation, we required people 

to fill out a four question application. If accepted, they were sent an 

invite link where they could then reserve a seat at the table. 

Fueled by media attention on the event’s “elite nature,” one 

byproduct was a perceived sense of reward, individual uniqueness, 

and acceptance into an exclusive community. Another was a self-

imposed selection process. One anecdote at the dinner table: “I’m 

the only one here among my friends. They didn’t apply because 

they were afraid of rejection.” The reality was that all applicants 

were accepted, with the exception of a few rude, lazy or antagonistic 

responders.

Even more surprising was the depth, creativity, and effort put into 

the answers. Sent through a generic content form, people were 

required to provide full names, an email address, and personal 

link. Fully aware of their exposure, they revealed humor, passions, 

secrets, fears, loves, and a confidence in their happiness that under 

normal circumstances might be shared with intimate friends only. 

It was not uncommon for guests to bond over the hours that were 

spent contemplating, typing, editing and revising their responses.

A HIGHER MISSION

Food and drink via formalized dinner parties have been used all 

over the world throughout history to promote dialogue in circles of 

influence. What separated Number 68’s D.C. presence from other 

contemporary supper clubs and popup dining projects is that at its 

core was a deeply rooted mission statement that reflected a belief in 

the goodness of people and anchored all decision making. 

This personal value system also informed all aspects of the 

brand personality, which was crucial to maintaining a positive, 

authentic and intelligent voice that could appeal to both guests’ and 

collaborators’ higher ideals. From the beginning and throughout 

the series, Number 68 was always mindful of its role as a vehicle for 

something greater than itself. 



TWITTER (from Jan 20, 2011 - Jun 22, 2011)

@number68project.com 

FOLLOWERS

503 - increase from 43

FOLLOWING

568 - increase from 108

TWEETS 

962 - increase from 28

STRATEGY

• Emphasis on generating outward active engagment

• Increase level of focused, direct dialogue with food and cultural 

influencers (including media)

• Three-prong usage: posts to guide discussion thoughts leading up 

to an evening, real-time event documentation during the dinner, 

and post-event recaps

• Build anticipation for future evenings

• Drive traffic to main website

PRESS & RECOGNITION (partial list) 

• New York Times   • Eater DC

• PSFK    • UrbanDaddy

• Yelp    • The Feast

• Borderstan   • Let’s Talk Live

• The List Are You On It  • We Love DC

• AOL City’s Best    • Washington Life Magazine

• Capitol File Magazine  • Meets Obsession

• Metrocurean   • Foodie and the Beast

• Washington Post  • Daily Candy

• DC Modern Luxury Magazine • Future Laboratories

• NBC Washington

SPONSORS & PARTNERS

• Fathom Creative

• DC Shorts

• XCulture

• LeBlon Cachaca

• BACARDI

• Beefeater 24

• Counter Culture Coffee

• Plymouth Gin

• St. Germain

• Don Julio

• Ketel One

• Tanqueray

FACEBOOK (from Jan 20, 2011 - Jun 22, 2011)

http://facebook.com/number68project

FOLLOWERS

230 - met and exceeded amount of 105 users from prior page

POST VIEWS

36,125

DEMOGRAPHIC

18-24: 2.2%   18-24: 1.3%

25-34: 30%   25-34: 17%

35-44: 18%   35-44: 14%

45-54: 3%   45-54: 5.2%

55-up: 2.2%   55-up: 3%

FEMALE: 56%   MALE: 41%

STRATEGY

• Emphasis on peer-to-peer involvment around post-event recaps 

via photo and press sharing

• Build anticipation for future evenings

• Drive traffic to main website
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WEBSITE (from Jan 20, 2011 - Jun 22, 2011)

http://number68project.com 

ANALYTICS

• 49,968 page views

• 00:02:34 avg time on site

• 19,721 visits from 93 countries/territories

TOP TEN GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF VISITORS

01. United States   06. Spain

02. United Kingdom  07. Australia

03. Canada   08. Sweden

04. Brazil   09. India

05. Germany   10. France

       Italy 

TOP TEN SOURCES OF TRAFFIC 

01. direct   06. twitter

02. google/organic  07. Eventbrite

03. facebook   08. Yelp

04. email   09. UrbanDaddy

05. NYTimes.com  10. Metrocurean

DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT TOOLS

With no budget for pr agencies and advertising, and very little lead 

time, the priority was to communicate quickly and effectively with 

our target using whatever means necessary. This meant relying on 

the viral nature of the social media landscape. By understanding 

where and how this group was communicating and sharing 

information, the primary outlets were narrowed down to facebook 

and twitter. 

We needed to make sure what we had to say was relevant, engaging, 

and consistent in voice. Awareness of each tool’s advantages and 

limitations allowed us to be more efficient in reaching different 

groups. Twitter was found to be the most effective in connecting with 

media and influential bloggers. Facebook’s value was in forming 

emotional post-event bonds with attendees through friending and 

photo tagging. These efforts helped persuade sponsors and partners 

to join the cause. 
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1. We cannot direct the wind but we can adjust the sails. 2. Fear is the darkroom where negatives are developed. 3. Moderate your appetite so that with a little you may be content.

7. Sometimes the object of the journey 
is not the end but the journey itself.

8. Ask a friend to join you on your next voyage. 9. If you want the rainbow, you have to tolerate the rain.

4. An unexpected relationship will become permanent. 5. If you always do what you’ve always done, 
you’ll always get what you’ve always gotten.

6. Action with a brain. Today you should proceed with caution.



We cannot direct the wind but we can adjust the sails.

INSPIRING ANSWERS

What is your idea of earthly happiness?

The sun swallows the earth. The earth swallows the 
sea. The sea swallows the sun. So why, my friend, 
do you contend with me when I too wish to be 
drinking.

– Ancient Greek Drinking Song

Who are your favorite heroes/heroines of fiction?

Caleb Trask – ”East of Eden” – He stands as a 
reminder that all men are more Cain than Abel, but 
our ability to overcome those dark impulses is what 
makes life such a worthwhile adventure.

Living or dead, who would you invite to your ideal 
dinner party?

Truman Capote, sometime between Breakfast at 
Tiffanys and In Cold Blood.

Queen Elizabeth I, after coronation but just by a 
couple of years, perhaps sometime in the week or 
so after her childhood lover’s wife took a nasty spill 
down the stairs and died.

Padma Lakshmi, on an evening away from Salman 
Rushie, sometime toward the end of their marriage.

Culinary

Cultural

Sponsor

Partners

Special thanks

DETAILS

Fathom Creative
1333 14th St, NW 
Washington, DC 20005
6-10pm 

COLLABORATORS

Mike Isabella, Executive Chef
Marjorie Meek-Bradley, Sous Chef
Derek Brown, Mixologist

Eric Weiner

Leblon Cachaça

Fathom Creative
DC Shorts
Fresh Culinary Design Group
Catianne Tijerina

Howard Yoon
Ellen Kassoff Gray
Manpriya Shram
Danielle Tucker
Kiho Chang

MENU

CRUDO :: Tuna / pine nut, 25 year balsamic
Leblon Cachaça, Pear Brandy, Sparkling Wine, 
Lemon, Dried Sekel Pears

SALAD :: Beets / mozzarella, chocolate
Cacao-infused Black Tea, Milk, Lemon, Cane 
Sugar, Sparkling Water

• Can we predict what will make us happy?

PASTA :: Ravioli / pork shank, mustard, rye
Leblon Cachaça, Maple-syrup infused Sweet 
Vermouth, Bon Vivants Gold Rush Bitters

MEAT :: Ox Tail / pepperoni, rapini
Leblon Cachaça, Fresh Apple Juice, Forbidden 
Fruit, Burnt Bison Grass

• Is non-action an action?

CHEESE :: Panini / teleggio, eggplant, cress
Orgeat, Grapefruit, Honey Cordial, Grapefruit 
Bitters

• Is there a correlation between happiness and luck?

DESSERT :: Torrone / nougat, chocolate, almond

TONIGHT’S MOST REQUESTED GUESTS

01. Sandra Day O’Conner

02. Anthony Bourdain

03. wife

04. Albert Einstein

05. Thomas Jefferson

06. John Lennon 

07. Benjamin Franklin

08. Jacques Cousteau

09. James Franco 

10. friends 

FILMS

DINNER :: Zelig, Woody Allen, 1983 (US)

CLOSING :: The Barrows, Tori Garrett, 2007 (AU)

FEB 20, 2011
We cannot direct the wind but we can adjust the sails.

adaptability, optimism, perspective
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1. We cannot direct the wind but we can adjust the sails. 

(Feb 20)

Some people react to change by throwing a temper tantrum. Others 

force themselves into willful ignorance, while some face the 

situation head-on and jump straight into action. And sometimes 

we’re locked into seemingly unalterable circumstances. Everyone 

deals with adversity and obstacles in different ways. How do you 

adapt to life’s shifting forces?

Tonight we explore themes of happiness, optimism and adaptability.

CULTURE

• Eric Weiner: former NPR foreign correspondent and author of New 

York Times Bestseller The Geography of Bliss

FOOD

• Mike Isabella: Chef/Owner of Graffiato; finalist on Top Chef All-

Stars

DRINK

• Derek Brown: Co-Owner of The Passenger and Columbia Room 

(wide acclaim includes Bon Appetit’s Top 10 Best New Cocktail Bars, 

USA Today’s Top 10 American Cocktail Lounges and GQ’s 25 Best 

Cocktail Bars in America); 2010 James Beard Award nomination, 

one of the top five new sommeliers in the country by Wine & Spirits 

magazine in 2007, regular contributor to the Atlantic, founding 

member of the DC Craft Bartenders Guild and on the Board of 

Directors for the Museum of the American Cocktail

FILMS

Dinner: Zelig, Woody Allen, 1983

Closing: The Barrows, Tori Garrett, 2007
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2. Fear is the darkroom where negatives are developed. 

(Feb 27)

From hypochondria to OCD to phobias for anything under and 

including the sun, fear is something that manifests from within. 

The whole genre of horror in film and literature revolves around the 

power of suspense and apprehension to plant seeds of anxiety in the 

deep recesses of the brain, and alarmist sensationalism is likewise 

designed to manipulate this dreaded anticipation of the unknown. 

What are your biggest fears, and how do you respond?

CULTURE

• Martha Raddatz: ABC News Chief Foreign Correspondent, 

reporting for ABC’s World News with Diane Sawyer, Nightline, 

and other network broadcasts; contributor for The New Republic,  

frequent guest on PBS’s Washington Week, and author of New York 

Times Bestseller The Long Road Home

FOOD

• Ed Witt: Executive Chef of 701

• Nick Wiseman: Co-Founder of Roadside Organics

DRINK

• Jared Boller: lead mixologist at Lani Kai in NYC

FILMS

Dinner: The Birds, Alfred Hitchcock, 1963

Closing: The Little Gorilla, Harry Kellerman, 2007

FOOD

Lardo Croquette
Huckleberry Compote

Spanish Mackerel
Orange Agrumato Oil, Monkfish Liver, 

Sunchokes, Serrano Chile

Crispy Pork Head
Miso, Fermented Black Bean, Spiced Ruby Red Shrimp

Hiramasa
Duck Fat Poached, Pickled Maitake 

Mushrooms, Celery Root Puree

Local Beef Cheek & Tongue Sandwich
Marrow Bread, Horseradish

Shenandoah Lamb Brain, Belly & Loin
Salsify, Kale, Blood Orange

Milk Chocolate Chestnut Bar

DRINK

Commitment 
Aperol, Sparkling Wine, Soda, Mint

Drowning 
Trapped Under Ice White Rum, Riesling, 
Elderflower, Lemon Juice, kumquats, Blackberries

The Dark 
Stout, Honey, Sake Shooter

Entomophobia 
Gin, Brandy, Lemon Juice, Lemongrass 
Coriander Syrup, Cicada Ice

Claustrophobia 
Hickory Smoked Aged Rum, Apricot, 
Lemon juice, Old-fashioned bitters

Needles 
Gin, Ginger, Thyme, Lemon Juice, Lime Juice, 
Orange Bitters, Red Wine Injection

Loneliness 
Decaf Coffee, Aged Rum, Chilled Vanilla 
Bean Cream, Sea Salt, Lavender

THE CONTEXT OF FEAR

THE ANATOMY OF FEAR

THE ROOT OF FEAR

MOST REQUESTED GUESTS

01.   friends & family
02.   Barack & Michelle Obama
03.   Martin Luther King, Jr.
04.   Bill Clinton
05.   Jesus
06.   Albert Einstein 
07.   Bill Gates
08.   Abraham Lincoln
09.   John Lennon
10.   Christiane Amanpour
        Leonardo da Vinci
        James Franco
        Frida Kahlo

INSPIRING ANSWERS

What is your idea of earthly happiness? 
Celebrating the achievement of a seemingly impossible task 
accomplished by myself or others. 
D. Hackney, 2011

FILMS

The Birds, Alfred Hitchcock, 1963
The Little Gorilla, Harry Kellerman, 2007

COLLABORATORS

Fear is the darkroom where 
negatives are developed.

Ed Witt, Executive Chef
Jared Boller, Mixologist

Martha Raddatz

BACARDI

Fathom Creative
DC Shorts
Catianne Tijerina
XCulture

Howard Yoon
Manpriya Samra
Kiho Chang
Zentan Restaurant
Roadside Organics
DJ Andrew J

FEB 27, 2011

Culinary

Cultural

Sponsor

Partners

Special thanks
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3. Moderate your appetite so that with a little you may 

be content. (Mar 06)

It seems like only yesterday that one could ask “What’s the 

difference between an investment banker and a pizza?,”* and every 

other article in popular press was an account of rising happiness 

levels as people were readjusting their lives to the appreciation of 

simple pleasures like staying in with friends and raising honey bees 

on their roof. We claimed as a society that this new perspective was 

permanent. Today, companies are posting record earnings and big 

corporate bonuses are back with a vengeance. What does this mean 

for our newfound collective sense of moderation?

This evening is about getting different perspectives on the idea of 

moderation, simplicity, and the enjoyment of small pleasures.

* A: The pizza can still feed a family of four (c. 2008-2009).

CULTURE

• Barton Seaver: National Geographic Fellow, Esquire’s 2009 Chef 

of the Year, writer, TED speaker, proponent of sustainable seafood, 

author of For Cod & Country

• Robert Egger: Founder and President of DC Central Kitchen; Non 

Profit Times “50 Most Powerful and Influential Nonprofit Leaders” 

in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009, 2004 James Beard Foundation 

“Humanitarian of the Year” award, named an Oprah Angel, a 

Washingtonian of the Year, a Point of Light, and one of the “Ten 

Most Caring People in America” by the Caring Institute

FOOD

• Nicholas Stefanelli: Executive Chef of Bibianna; critical acclaim 

by Washington Post, Washingtonian Magazine, Esquire, and DC 

Modern Luxury

DRINK

• Gina Chersevani: mixologist at PS 7’s

FILMS

Dinner: Wall Street, Oliver Stone, 1987

Closing: Next Floor, Denis Villeneuve, 2008

MAR 06, 2011
Moderate your appetite so that with a little you may be content.

moderation, simplicity, the enjoyment of small pleasures

MENU

Oyster. Vinegar. Squid Ink. Juniper
Drink: Pickled Oyster

Egg Yolk. Hay. Lardo. Coffee. Bread
Drink: Ludwig Rohe

• Our approach to food today

Burrata. Basil. Whey
Drink: Buckminster Fuller

Paccheri Trapanese
Drink: Deter Rams

• Using the cycle of moderation and excess to benefit society

‘Baccala’
Drink: Luis Barragan

• Alternative ways to define wealth, happiness and success

Lamb. Artichoke. Carrot. Shallot
Drink: Gestalt

Cassis. Thyme. Cookie. Green Cardamom. White Chocolate. Burnt Orange
Drink: Frank Stella

COLLABORATORS

Culinary
Nicholas Stefanelli , Executive Chef
Gina Chersevani, Mixologist

Cultural
Barton Seaver 
Robert Egger

PARTNERS

Fathom Creative
DC Shorts
Catianne Tijerina
XCulture

SPONSORS

Ilegal Mezcal
Patron
Chairman’s Reserve Rum
Shine White Whisky
Hendrick’s Gin
Bluecoat Gin
BACARDI

SPECIAL THANKS

Howard Yoon
Manpriya Samra
Roadside Organics
DJ Andrew J
Jaime Montes de Oco, Jr.
Frederik De Pue
All our dear friends supporting us tonight

MOST REQUESTED GUESTS

01.   friends & family
02.   Barack & Michelle Obama
03.   Martin Luther King, Jr.
04.   Thomas Jefferson
05.   Nelson Mandela
06.   Bill Clinton
07.   Jesus
08.   Winston Churchill
09.   Albert Einstein
10.   Bill Gates

INSPIRING ANSWERS

Living or dead, who would you invite to your ideal dinner party?
My grandmother, not because she was funny, but because I never met her and I’m curious 
whether she knew that my grandfather (a shipping tycoon) was going to murder her in 
Italy and run off with her secretary.

S. Jayanti, 2011

FILMS

Wall Street, Oliver Stone, 1987
Next Floor, Denis Villeneuve, 2008
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4. An unexpected relationship will become permanent.

(Mar 13)

Sometimes it seems as though the universe conspires to bring 

together an infinite number of possible conditions into a single 

moment of impact. The world is full of unlikely but fruitful pairings 

that have endured the test of time: hydrogen and oxygen, peanut 

butter and jelly, Sonny and Cher. But what if the chain of crucial 

components just fell apart and it never happened? Parallel universes, 

forks in the road, decisions regretted, random sudden encounters – 

if we woke up just 10 minutes earlier THAT day, would life have 

turned out completely different?

This evening we’ll be exploring matters of the heart and unintended 

consequences. Who at dinner will become permanent in your life?

CULTURE

• Nick Galifianakis: cartoonist and collaborator with Carolyn Hax 

for their nationally syndicated, award-winning Washington Post 

relationship column and author of If You Loved Me, You’d Think 

This Was Cute

FOOD

• Justin Bittner: Executive Chef of Bar Pilar

DRINK

• Justin Noel: lead mixologist at 1534 in NYC

FILMS

Dinner: Chungking Express, Wong Kar-Wai, 2000

Closing: William’s Christening, Joshua Hume, 2009
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6. Action with a brain. Today you should proceed with 

caution. (Mar 27)

Adrenaline serves its purpose in high-pressure situations where 

you’re required to react. However, cautious strategic maneuvering 

is what has advanced humans as both a species and a civilization. 

One area of life where we have trouble trusting either our gut or our 

brain is in the potentially minefield-ridden subject of sex and desire.

Dr. Ogi Ogas leads us on an exploration of demystifying the thought 

process behind why we make the decisions that we do.

CULTURE

• Dr. Ogi Ogas: cognitive neuroscientist, game show contestant, 

and co-author of A Billion Wicked Thoughts (considered the most 

comprehensive study of human desire and sexuality since Alfred 

Kinsey)

FOOD

• Frederik De Pue: Executive Chef of Smith Commons and 42̊  

Catering

DRINK

• Dan Searing: partner of Room 11

• Owen Thomson: lead bartender at José Andrés Café Atlántico and 

Minibar; skills have been featured in Washington Post, Wall Street 

Journal, New York Times, Esquire, Wine Enthusiast, DC Modern 

Luxury, and various other publications; founding member and 

President of DC Craft Bartenders Guild

FILMS

Dinner: Basic Instinct, Paul Verhoeven, 1992

Closing: La Tangente, Vincent Vesco, 2008

MARCH 27, 2011

Action with a brain. Today you should proceed with caution.

COLLABORATORS

          Cultural        Dr. Ogi Ogas

         Culinary    Frederik De Pue, Executive Chef
    Owen Thomson, Mixologist
    Dan Searing, Mixologist

           Sponsor St. Germain

          Partners Fathom Creative
    DC Shorts
    XCulture

                  Special thanks Howard Yoon
    Manpriya Samra

FILMS

Paul Verhoeven, Basic Instinct, 1992
Vincent Vesco, La Tangente, 2008

PROGRAM

Adrenaline serve its purpose in high-pressure situations where you’re required to react. 
However, cautious strategic maneuvering is what has advanced humans as both a 
species and a civilization. One area of life where we have trouble trusting either our gut 
or our brain is in the potentially minefield-ridden subject of sex and desire.  

Dr. Ogi Ogas, co-author of the upcoming “A Billion Wicked Thoughts,” leads us on 
an exploration of demystifying the thought process behind why we make the decisions 
that we do.

MENU

Inception - St. Germain, Simonet Blanc de Blancs

*
Uni ceviche

Key lime aji juice with cilantro tuile

Attention - Chairman’s Silver, St. Germain, Coconut, Citrus, Cilantro

*
Octopus carpaccio

Braised pork belly star anise infused

Grasp - Sake, Boyd & Blair Vodka, Hellfire Bitters, Sherry

*
Thin sliced ‘Foie Gras’

Celery root remoulade, walnuts
Coffee dressing

Connection - Balcones Baby Blue Whiskey, Blueberry/Pepper Syrup, 
Egg White, Lemon, Mole Bitters

*
Tiger prawn jelly

Poached quail eggs, Parmesan jus

Reaction - Flash infused “Aquavit” served chilled

*
Sea bass confit

Red onion Creole sauce, cauliflower gratin

Thought - Mezcal Vida, Clarified bell pepper juice, lemon

*
Oven roasted squab, ‘6 spices’

Crushed fingerling potatoes, Corinth raisins
Jus de Cuisson

Action - House Vermouth, Ridge Silvertip Gin, Hum Botanical Liqueur

*
‘Fromage blanc’ Ice cream

Speculoos flan

Fatigue - Bols Genever, Rumble, Cranberry Syrup, Boker’s 

*
Rest - Hot Chocolate Chartreuse 2 way
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7. Sometimes the object of the journey is not the end but 

the journey itself. (Apr 03)

There are those who power-walk through museums, stopping 

in front of only the paintings that they recognize from their desk 

calendars, and ticking off a mental checklist of sights that need to 

be seen next. Then they vacuum through the cafeteria croissant 

before rushing off to purchase proof of their existence from the 

shop. And then there are those for whom hours disappear in front of 

a single piece that caught their attention from the corner of their eye, 

its magnetic force drawing them closer and closer into an intimate 

reveal of layer after layer until nothing else exists in the room.

Tonight is an exploration of the creative process, discovery, and 

being in the moment.

CULTURE

• Kokayi: Grammy-nominated singer/songwriter, emcee, producer 

and educator

• Jonas Lara: up and coming artist/photographer

FOOD

• Peter Smith: Chef & Owner of PS 7’s

DRINK

• Dan Searing: partner of Room 11

• Gina Chersevani: mixologist at PS 7’s

• Owen Thomson: lead bartender at José Andrés Café Atlántico and 

Minibar; skills have been featured in Washington Post, Wall Street 

Journal, New York Times, Esquire, Wine Enthusiast, DC Modern 

Luxury, and various other publications; founding member and 

President of DC Craft Bartenders Guild

FILMS

Dinner: The Motorcycle Diaries, Walter Salles, 2004

Closing: Uno Degli Ultimi, Paul Zinder, 2008
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9. If you want the rainbow, you have to tolerate the rain. 

(Apr 17)

Life can be tough. Mental, emotional and physical health face 

potential assaults at any time of the day, and we are constantly 

testing our notions about our place in the universe. By keeping 

everything in perspective and our sights on a larger purpose, things 

cease to be sacrifices and turn into opportunities instead.

Tonight we explore the opportunities that come out of misadventures 

in our travels.

CULTURE

• Matt Gross: former Frugal Traveler and current Getting Lost 

columnist for the New York Times

FOOD

• Jaime Montes de Oca, Jr.: Executive Chef of Zentan

DRINK

• Jared Boller: lead mixologist at Lani Kai in NYC

FILMS

Dinner: Sita Sings the Blues, Nina Paley, 2006

Closing: Fumi Bad Luck Foot, David Chai, 2006

5. If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always 

get what you’ve always gotten. (Mar 20)

Einstein famously defined insanity as doing the same thing over 

and over again and expecting different results. On the other hand, 

studies have established that it takes 10,000 hours of diligent 

repetitious practice to achieve mastery of anything. Innovation 

can be perceived as the harnessing of both perspectives where the 

process of change and experimentation is followed by a long period 

of disciplined execution and good old-fashioned sweat. As we strive 

towards self-improvement of the mind, body and soul in our daily 

lives, how is this cycle connected to the betterment of the world 

around us?

This evening, we will explore innovation, change movements, and 

experimentation.

CULTURE

• Holly Jones, co-founder of 826DC: a community organization 

dedicated to supporting students ages 6-18 with their creative and 

expository writing skills; its parent organization, 826 National, was 

co-founded by author Dave Eggers and veteran educator Ninive 

Calegari

• Kalsoom Lakhani for Acumen Fund: a non-profit global venture 

fund that uses entrepreneurial approaches to solve the problems of 

global poverty

• Derek Beres: author, dj/producer, yogi, and international music 

journalist currently writing for Rolling Stone Middle East, National 

Geographic, Yoga Journal, Huffington Post, and Relix, among 

others

FOOD

• Todd Gray: Chef/Owner of Equinox Restaurant and Watershed

DRINK

• Jared Boller: lead mixologist at Lani Kai in NYC

FILMS

Dinner: Koyaanisqatsi, Godfrey Reggio, 1982

8. Ask a friend to join you on your next voyage.

(Feb 27)

In a world of increasing connectivity, the algorithm of universal 

alignment seems to happen magically on a daily basis. When we 

open ourselves up to the possibility of life-altering experiences, we 

begin to encounter people who are willing participants and guides 

in our journeys through life.

This evening, we are all active participants in performance & video 

artist Genevieve Erin O’Brien’s installation piece. Marie Tillman of 

the Pat Tillman Foundation helps lead the conversation.

CULTURE

• Marie Tillman: writer, advocate and co-founder of the Pat Tillman 

Foundation, a nonprofit organization that invests in veterans and 

their families

• Genevieve Erin O’Brien: Fulbright Fellow, Los Angeles and 

Vietnam-based writer, educator, and artist who uses performance, 

video and installation to explore notions of “home” and “homeland;” 

work shown at galleries and public venues around the world 

including Ho Chi Minh City, LA, Chicago and D.C.

FOOD

• Daniel Singhofeni: Executive Chef/Eola

DRINK

• Katie Nelson: bartender at Columbia Room

FILMS

Dinner: Giulietta degli spiriti, Federico Fellini, 1965

Closing: Three Times Me, Wendy J.N. Lee, 2009
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